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Featured Application: A new non-destructive rapid prediction method for subsurface damage
in ultra-precision grinding of fused silica optics has been proposed. By introducing damage
precursor detection technologies, accurate prediction of subsurface damage in ultra-precision
grinding can be achieved, which can effectively guide the subsequent polishing process.

Abstract: In order to achieve accurate prediction of subsurface damage (SSD) in ultra-precision
grinding of high-performance ultra-violet laser-irradiated fused silica optics, the paper combines
damage precursor multimodal measurement technology with magnetorheological finishing spot
method detection. Various methods such as photothermal weak absorption and fluorescence confocal
imaging are used for measuring the surface roughness and subsurface damage depth of a series of
fused silica samples prepared under different ultra-precision grinding parameters. The correlation
between surface roughness and subsurface damage depth in ultra-precision grinding based on
laser damage performance is established using curve fitting. The results indicate that there is a
metamorphic layer below the subsurface crack layer, which can cause additional photothermal
absorption. Subsurface damage is constituted of the subsurface crack layer and metamorphic layer.
Under ultra-precision grinding conditions, the maximum depth of subsurface damage is generally
2.00–4.22 times the depth of the subsurface damage cluster. The roughness Ra and the subsurface
damage cluster depth correspond to SSD(cluster) = 195 × Ra − 0.13. The maximum depth of subsurface
damage can be predicted by measuring the Ra value, by which accurate prediction of defect depth
in ultra-precision grinding and guiding the high-performance manufacturing of ultra-violet laser-
irradiated fused silica optics can be achieved.

Keywords: ultra-precision grinding; subsurface damage; fused silica; damage precursor multimodal
measurement

1. Introduction

Fracture defects such as subsurface cracks caused by grinding are the manufacturing
defects that are most likely to cause laser irradiation damage and must be completely
removed in the subsequent polishing process so that the fused silica optics can withstand
the irradiation of high-power lasers [1–6]. The polishing process is expensive, however,
and requires a long process cycle. In order to save time and the economic cost of pol-
ishing, it is of great significance to accurately evaluate the manufacturing defects caused
by ultra-precision grinding and formulate a reasonable polishing process to improve
processing efficiency.

With the purpose of achieving non-destructive, fast and accurate subsurface damage
(SSD) detection, scholars at home and abroad usually combine theoretical research with
experimental measurement for verification, ending up by empirically predicting subsurface
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damage through surface roughness [7]. Lambropoulos et al. analyzed the PV linear
relationship between subsurface damage depth and surface roughness based on indentation
fracture mechanics theory [8,9]. Preston, Kachalov and, Hed et al., have established
empirical formulas for the linear proportional ratio of subsurface damage depth and
surface roughness based on experimental data [10,11]. On the basis of Lambropoulos, Li
et al. established a theoretical nonlinear model to predict the depth of subsurface damage
and studied the subsurface crack depth and surface roughness of BK7 glass after grinding
and lapping, verifying the accuracy of the nonlinear model [10,12]. Li et al. established a
nonlinear relationship model between subsurface damage depth and surface roughness Rz
during BK7 grinding, which can not only evaluate the subsurface damage depth, but also
guide the optimization of grinding parameters to reduce subsurface damage [13].

Researchers have carried out extensive and profound research on the relationship
model between subsurface damage and surface roughness, and subsurface damage depth
is well predicted in coarse grinding and even in finish grinding [14–17]. With the progress
of grinding technology [18,19], however, the removal mechanism of grinding materials has
gradually changed [20–25], and the removal mechanism of fused silica in ultra-precision
grinding is at the stage of plastic embrittlement transition. Ductile domain removal is a
non-negligible factor in the formation of surface/subsurface features in ultra-precision
grinding, which leads to the existing empirical models of subsurface damage prediction
facing three dilemmas: (a) the research results of traditional grinding are based on classical
grinding dominated by brittle removal, which means that it may be difficult to apply
the traditional empirical prediction model of subsurface damage to the ductility domain
removal surface generated by ultra-precision grinding of fused silica; (b) the scale of
subsurface manufacturing defects rapidly decreases from the micron scale to the submicron
scale due to ductility domain removal, and it is more difficult to judge subsurface defects
through microscopic observation relying on human eyes; (c) detection technology for
traditional subsurface damage only has the geometric size and distribution of cracks in
the characterization, which cannot reflect the distribution of other subsurface defects, and
cannot offer the laser damage performance information of the ground subsurface, failing to
guide the processing of high-performance ultra-violet laser-irradiated fused silica optics.

Therefore, it is necessary to reconsider the relationship between the surface integrity
of fused silica optics and subsurface damage under ultra-precision grinding conditions,
and to establish the relationship between subsurface depth and subsurface laser damage
characteristics. This paper uses the detection combined multimodal measuring instrument
for damage precursors with the magnetorheological finishing (MRF) spot method and
uses two testing methods of photothermal weak absorption and fluorescence confocal to
detect the ground subsurface damage, obtaining laser damage characteristic information to
establish a correlation between subsurface depth, subsurface damage, and laser damage
characteristics after ultra-precision grinding. A new subsurface damage depth prediction
method based on laser damage performance correlation analysis is proposed, which pro-
vides direct processing guidance for the manufacture of high-performance ultra-violet
laser-irradiated fused silica optics. The full text is structured as follows: Section 1 is an
introduction, Section 2 introduces the grinding experiments and measurement methods,
Section 3 presents the measurement results, Section 4 is a discussion about how to predict
subsurface damage, and Section 5 summarizes the full text.

2. Experiments and Measurement Methods

The grinding experiment was conducted on the UPL-450 ultra-precision three-axis
grinder developed by National University of Defense Technology [26], as shown in Figure 1.
The ultra-precision grinder draws on the layout and structure of the ultra-precision lathe
bed. The X-axis is used to adjust the lateral movement of the workpiece relative to the grind-
ing wheel and to control the workpiece feed during the grinding process. The Z-axis is used
to adjust the axial position of the grinding wheel relative to the workpiece and to control the
feed in the cutting depth direction during the grinding process. The grinder adopts an open
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horizontal structure with air static pressure spindles for both the grinding wheel spindle
and the workpiece rotary spindle. The grinding wheel spindle rotation accuracy is less
than 50 nm, and the workpiece spindle rotation accuracy is less than 25 nm. The X-axis and
Z-axis of the grinder′s translation axis both use liquid static pressure guides and nano-level
drive feed control systems with linear motion accuracy better than 0.4 µm/400 mm, and the
grinder takes measures of temperature control and vibration isolation. The grinding mode
adopted is cross grinding. During the grinding process, the workpiece spindle and the
grinding wheel spindle rotate simultaneously, and the Z-axis feeds slowly along the cutting
depth direction. The process parameters of the grinding experiment are shown in Table 1.
The grinding experimental parameters that affect the subsurface damage mainly include
grain size of wheel, cutting speed, depth of cut, workpiece rotation speed and workpiece
feed speed, etc. In order to explore the correlation relationship between subsurface depth,
subsurface damage and laser damage characteristics after grinding, it was necessary to
obtain different results of subsurface damage depth. Therefore, the cutting speed and
depth of cut in grinding experiments were changed to obtain different results of subsurface
damage. Meanwhile, a fine-grained grinding wheel, low workpiece rotation speed and low
workpiece feed speed were chosen to achieve ultra-precision grinding and ensure good
surface integrity of fused silica samples. The grinding wheels were diamond flake wheels
with a grain size of 5 µm from Dr. Müller DIAMANTMETALL® AG, Weilheim, Germany.
Moreover, the surface integrity and subsurface crack distribution of fused silica have been
investigated under different depths of cut and cutting speeds in ultra-precision grinding
in a previous study [26]. The published materials could provide references in terms of
surface roughness and subsurface crack depth, but they did not involve the study of laser
damage characteristics of fused silica. Based on the previous study, this work delves deeper
into assessing subsurface laser damage characteristics by employing damage precursor
multimodal analysis techniques, in order to obtain the correlation relationship between
subsurface depth, subsurface damage and laser damage characteristics of fused silica after
ultra-precision grinding. The fused silica samples in the experiment were sourced from
Qinhuangdao Aouaquartz High-Technology Development Co., Ltd, Qinhuangdao, China.
with a specimen size of Ø50 mm × 10 mm. The samples were processed by chemical me-
chanical polishing, and the surface roughness Ra was about 1 nm under a ZYGO NV700S
white light interferometer. Cracks were not detected on the subsurface of the samples.

Table 1. Ultra-precision grinding experimental parameters.

Sample

Grinding Experimental Parameters

Grain Size
(µm)

Cutting
Speed (m/s)

Depth of Cut
(µm)

Workpiece
Rotation Speed

(r/min)

Workpiece
Feed Speed
(mm/min)

#1

5

19.6 1

20 1

#2 19.6 2
#3 19.6 3
#4 19.6 4
#5 3.9 1
#6 11.7 1
#7 19.6 1

Measurement of subsurface damage depth was carried out using the damage precursor
multimodal measuring instrument combined with the MRF spot method. First, an MRF
machine was used to throw two polishing wedges on the surface of the sample to be
measured, as shown in Figure 2a. Two wedges of each sample were measured with the
same test parameters. By averaging the test data of two MRF wedges, the SSD results of
each sample were obtained. After polishing, the surface was covered with a hydrolytic
layer to cover up the subsurface cracks. Next, the sample was shallowly etched with 5%
hydrofluoric (HF) acid, which should be undertaken for 10–15 min to fully remove the
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hydrolytic layer and expose the subsurface defects, which is conducive to microscopic
observation. After HF shallow etching, the one-dimensional profile measurement of the
surface wedges of the sample was carried out, and the midline profile of the MRF wedges
was measured by a high-precision three-dimensional profiler (as shown in Figure 2b) to
obtain position information corresponding to different depths. Finally, the samples were
placed in the damage precursor multimodal measuring instrument to investigate the laser
damage characteristics of each sample at different depths on the subsurface. The instrument
contains two test modules, the photothermal weak absorption and the in situ fluorescence
confocal imaging. It should be noted that the photothermal weak absorption has a strong
correlation with the laser-induced damage threshold of fused silica optics under ultra-violet
laser irradiation [27]. By comparing the subsurface photothermal absorption value of fused
silica optics, the increase or decrease in the subsurface laser damage performance of fused
silica optics can be obtained easily. Hence, photothermal weak absorption analysis as a non-
destructive testing method can be used to predict the laser damage performance of ground
subsurface [28–30]. Fluorescence confocal imaging is also a powerful tool to measure low
subsurface damage on ground fused silica [31]. The testing steps in the damage precursor
multimodal measuring instrument were as follows:

(1) The photothermal weak absorption was tested in the MRF wedge area on the
samples. In the photothermal weak absorption test, the wavelength of the pump laser
was 355 nm, the power of the pump light was 4 W, the test mode was transmission mode,
the step interval was 50 µm, and the scanning area was covered with MRF wedges. The
accuracy of the test was approximately 0.1 ppm. After setting the test parameters, one can
start the module to complete the photothermal weak absorption detection.

(2) The in situ fluorescence confocal imaging was conducted along the central axis of
MRF wedges on the samples to obtain the evolution of subsurface damage in the depth
direction. The fluorescence confocal imaging objective lens had a magnification of 20×
with a field of view of 120 µm × 120 µm and the laser power was 40 mW. After setting
the test parameters, one can read historical photothermal data from (1) mentioned above
and select the positions along the central axis of the MRF wedge for continuous scanning
imaging to complete the test. The repeated positioning accuracy was about ±1 µm and
the defect detection resolution was approximately 1 µm. Continuous scanning imaging is
constantly updating fluorescence confocal images in real-time in this module.

The characterization techniques for the ground subsurface were carried out using
two test methods: photothermal weak absorption and fluorescence confocal imaging
to obtain laser damage characteristic information, which is helpful for establishing the
correlation relationship between subsurface depth, subsurface damage and laser damage
characteristics after grinding, ending up with a new subsurface damage depth prediction
method based on the laser damage characteristic information proposed.
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wedges after HF shallow etching; (b) three-dimensional profilometer to measure the center line of
the wedges.

3. Results

The MRF wedge area on the #1–#7 samples in Table 1 was first microscopically ob-
served based on the traditional MRF spot method. Figure 3 shows a series of microscope
images of subsurface cracks at different depths along the center line of the MRF wedge
of sample 2#, which is a typical morphology of an ultra-precision grinding subsurface.
The surface morphology after grinding mainly includes fracture pits, microcracks and
grooves. Subsurface defects are mainly microcracks, and the quantity of cracks gradually
decreases with the increase in depth. When the distance from the surface exceeds 3 µm,
the microcracks disappear completely. It should be noted that when the distance from
the surface reaches 2.9 µm, the quantity of subsurface cracks not only becomes scarce, but
also its appearance size is further reduced, and it becomes increasingly difficult to judge
subsurface defects through microscopic observations relying on human eyes. Moreover,
in the entire measurement process, the characterization content of subsurface damage
only includes the geometric size and distribution of cracks, and no information on the
changes in subsurface laser damage performance is given, which cannot directly guide the
subsequent polishing of ultra-violet laser-irradiated fused silica optics for improving laser
damage performance.

Based on the MRF spot method, a further photothermal weak absorption analysis was
performed on the MRF wedge area of samples #1–#7, as shown in Figure 4, to obtain the
laser damage performance of each sample at different depths on the subsurface. Then, the
test areas were selected at different depths along the central axis of the MRF wedge for
in situ fluorescence confocal imaging to investigate the evolution of subsurface damage
distribution in the depth direction.

It can be observed that, due to the clustering of cracks (Figure 4b), the surface absorp-
tion value after grinding is unstable, but the surface absorption rate is generally high as
the order of magnitude remains at hundreds of ppm. When the test depth increases along
the central axis, the cluster cracks disappear (Figure 4c) and the photothermal absorption
rate drops drastically, suggesting that the absorption level has reached the base level. The
subsurface cracks generated by grinding are usually densely distributed in shallow areas.
With the increase in depth, crack density gradually decreases. After exceeding a certain
depth, the cracks are only sporadically distributed, and their distribution is inconsistent in
different areas. Then the depth at which this densely distributed crack disappears is the
crack cluster depth, which corresponds to the subsurface damage cluster depth (subsurface
defect cluster depth), SSD(cluster) in the photothermal signal. After exceeding the subsurface
damage cluster depth, some sporadic peaks still appear in the photothermal signal. The
fluorescence confocal test identified that not only individual cracks, but also other defects
cause additional absorption (Figure 4d). This individual damage may be caused by uncon-
trollable vibrations, transient changes in the external environment, large abrasive particles,
etc. When these sporadic peaks disappear, the subsurface absorption characteristics of the
sample are consistent with those of the matrix material, and no damage is found in the
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fluorescence confocal test (Figure 4f). The two results determine that the depth at which
the absorption peak completely disappears is the maximum subsurface damage depth.
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Figure 4. Multimodal measurement of subsurface damage precursors of fused silica after grinding.

With the guidance of this method, we compared the MRF wedge central axis profile
curve to determine the subsurface damage performance distribution characteristics of each
sample. Figure 5 shows the photothermal signal changes along the central axis of the
MRF wedge of seven samples under different grinding parameters and the corresponding
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MRF wedge central axis profile. Table 2 lists the SSD(cluster) and SSD results obtained by
the damage precursor multimodal measuring instrument and compares them with the
SSD(crack) measured by the traditional MRF spot method under the same experimental
conditions as our previous research [26].

Table 2. Subsurface damage depth after ultra-precision grinding.

Sample SSD(cluster) (µm) SSD (µm) SSD(crack) (µm)

#1 0.8 2.2 1.2
#2 1.8 3.6 3.0
#3 2.3 3.9 4.6
#4 3.6 5.3 6.1
#5 2.5 9.1 5.6
#6 1.5 6.5 3.4
#7 1.0 3.5 1.8
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Figure 5. Variation of subsurface photothermal absorption along the central axis of the MRF wedge of
samples and the corresponding MRF wedge central axis profile: (a) photothermal signal of #1; (b) the
central axis profile of the MRF wedge of #1; (c) photothermal signal of #2; (d) the central axis profile
of the MRF wedge of #2; (e) photothermal signal of #3; (f) the central axis profile of the MRF wedge of
#3; (g) photothermal signal of #4; (h) the central axis profile of the MRF wedge of #4; (i) photothermal
signal of #5; (j) the central axis profile of the MRF wedge of #5; (k) photothermal signal of #6; (l) the
central axis profile of the MRF wedge of #6; (m) photothermal signal of #7; (n) the central axis profile
of the MRF wedge of #7.
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4. Discussion

To find a way out of the three dilemmas in existing empirical models of subsurface dam-
age prediction, damage precursor multimodal measurement technologies were introduced
into the detection of subsurface damage in ultra-precision grinding, and the subsurface
damage depth results were different from previous subsurface crack results. It can be seen
that the three defect depths generally have a relationship of SSD > SSD(crack) > SSD(cluster).
The subsurface damage cluster depth is determined by the cluster crack depth, so it is
usually the smallest one. Except for samples #3 and #4, the maximum depth of subsurface
damage determined by the damage precursor multimodal tester was generally greater than
the subsurface crack depth obtained by microscopic observation. Hed, Wang and other
scholars also found a similar phenomenon [10,11]. Having chosen the constant chemical
etching rate method and the angle polishing method to measure the subsurface damage
depth, Hed found that the former measurement’s result was greater than the latter’s. He
believed that the measurement deviation was caused by the residual stress layer under
the crack layer [11]. Wang used the constant chemical etching rate method to measure the
existence of a subsurface residual stress layer with a thickness of 10~20 µm after rough
grinding using the #120 grinding wheel and the #80 grinding wheel [10]. However, there
is no evidence in their study to suggest that the residual stress layer can cause additional
laser absorption, and the residual stress layer actually affects the laser damage performance
of optics. Under ultra-precision grinding conditions here, there is also a metamorphic layer
under the subsurface crack. The metamorphic layer contains residual stress and even some
other damage precursors that will cause additional absorption. The grinding parameters
affect the thickness of the metamorphic layer and the crack depth. The thickness of the
metamorphic layer is equivalent to the thickness of the subsurface crack, both of which are
in the micron range. Hence, it is not comprehensive to characterize the subsurface damage
depth only by the maximum crack depth. The subsurface damage layer is constituted
by the metamorphic layer and the subsurface crack layer together. The actual subsurface
damage layer depth is approximately:

SSD = (1.20 ∼ 1.95)× SSD(crack) (1)

SSD = (2.00 ∼ 4.22)× SSD(cluster) (2)

The introduction of the damage precursor multimodal test method allows for charac-
terization not only including subsurface cracks but also other absorbent damage precursors,
resulting in obtaining maximum depths of subsurface defects. It should be noted that the
anomalies (SSD less than SSD(crack)) seen in samples #3 and #4 may be due to the limita-
tions of the MRF spot method. The irregular distribution of grinding-induced subsurface
damage necessitates a certain scale within characterization methods to obtain relatively
accurate maximum damage depth results. While the MRF spot method has a measurement
area spanning several millimeters, outcomes obtained through this method only represent
local maximum values. As depicted in Figures 3 and 4, there is an exponential decrease in
density of grinding-induced subsurface damage as depth increases, indicating that deeper
damage is sparse and exhibits randomness. When the depth of the clustered defects is
exceeded along the central axis produced by the MRF spot method, the grinding defects
are distributed in a sporadic pattern, which is very likely to result in the phenomenon
that there are no defects on the central axis, but there are defects in the adjacent regions at
similar depths. This caused the small depth of subsurface damage in the damage precursor
multimodal measurements for samples #3 and #4. The sporadic distribution of grinding
defects at depth makes it very difficult to identify the maximum depth defects, and there is
also a risk of significant deviation from the actual subsurface damage depth in the mea-
surement results. Therefore, with the aim of avoiding this limitation within the MRF spot
method, it is suggested that the subsurface damage depth be characterized by SSD(cluster).
Cluster defects are very suitable for characterization due to their characteristic of appearing
in clusters, and the measured photothermal weak absorption signals are obvious and easy
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to identify (the absorption signals appear to fall off a cliff, and there is a situation in which
the absorption signal level reaches the basal level).

We used four surface roughness indicators (PV, Rz, Ra and RMS) to perform curve
fitting on the SSD(cluster). The roughness results come from our previous research under
the same ultra-precision grinding parameters [26]. Figure 6 shows the mathematical
relationship between the SSD(cluster) and different surface roughness indicators, which are
SSD(cluster) = 2.32 × PV − 0.03 (root mean square error, RMSE is 0.65), SSD(cluster) = 2.25 ×
Rz + 0.58 (RMSE is 0.71), SSD(cluster) = 195 × Ra − 0.13 (RMSE is 0.52) and SSD(cluster) =
120 × RMS + 0.15 (RMSE is 0.59). According to the smallest RMSE, it is found that Ra is
the most suitable for predicting the SSD(cluster). Based on the prediction of the SSD(cluster),
the SSD can be estimated through the ratio relationship of Formula (2) to ensure that the
subsurface damage is completely removed in the subsequent polishing process.
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As a final note, the empirical model we have established is applicable to the cross-
grinding mode described in Section 2. Different modes of ultra-precision grinding may
yield varying results in terms of subsurface damage. Sun discussed the distinct impacts of
parallel and cross-grinding modes on subsurface damage of BK7 glass and found that non-
uniform wheel wear may result in a non-uniform distribution of subsurface damage [32].
In the future, we will delve deeper into the effects of different grinding modes on the
distribution of subsurface damage, aiming to improve the accuracy and applicability of the
empirical model we have established for fused silica.

5. Conclusions

The experiment studied the subsurface damage of fused silica in ultra-precision
grinding. With the basis of the MRF spot method, combined with the multimodal test of the
grinding subsurface damage precursor, the damage to the grinding subsurface was judged
using photothermal weak absorption and fluorescence confocal imaging to obtain the
laser damage characteristic information and establish the correlation between subsurface
depth, subsurface damage and laser damage characteristics after grinding. There is also a
metamorphic layer below the subsurface crack that will cause additional absorption. The
subsurface damage was constituted by the subsurface crack layer and the metamorphic
layer. Under ultra-precision grinding conditions, the depth of the metamorphic layer is
close to that of the crack layer. The maximum depth of subsurface damage was generally
2.00 to 4.22 times the depth of subsurface damage cluster, and the roughness Ra and the
subsurface damage cluster depth corresponded to SSD(cluster) = 195 × Ra − 0.13. The
maximum depth of subsurface damage can be predicted by measuring the Ra value, and
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the subsurface damage depth can be accurately predicted to serve the high-performance
manufacturing of ultra-violet laser-irradiated fused silica optics.
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